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Abstract
Many biological tissues have a complex hierarchical structure allowing them to function
under demanding physiological loading conditions. Structural changes caused by ageing or
disease can lead to loss of mechanical function. Therefore, it is necessary to characterise
tissue structure to understand normal tissue function and the progression of disease. Ideally
intact native tissues should be imaged in 3D and under physiological loading conditions. The
current published in situ imaging methodologies demonstrate a compromise between imaging
limitations and maintaining the samples native mechanical function. This review gives an
overview of in situ imaging techniques used to visualise microstructural deformation of soft
tissue, including three case studies of different tissues (tendon, intervertebral disc and artery).
Some of the imaging techniques restricted analysis to observational mechanics or discrete
strain measurement from invasive markers. Full-field local surface strain measurement has
been achieved using digital image correlation. Volumetric strain fields have successfully been
quantified from in situ X-ray micro tomography (microCT) studies of bone using digital
volume correlation but not in soft tissue due to low X-ray transmission contrast. With the
latest developments in microCT showing in-line phase contrast capability to resolve native
soft tissue microstructure, there is potential for future soft tissue mechanics research where
3D local strain can be quantified. These methods will provide information on the local 3D
micro-mechanical environment experienced by cells in healthy, aged and diseased tissues. It
is hoped that future applications of in situ imaging techniques will impact positively on the
design and testing of potential tissue replacements or regenerative therapies.
Keywords: MicroCT, in situ imaging, digital volume correlation (DVC), tendon,
intervertebral disc (IVD), artery.
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1. Introduction
The mechanical function of biological tissues relies on their hierarchical structure. To fully
understand normal tissue function and the progression of disease, it is necessary to visualise
structure and characterise mechanical behaviour at multiple levels of tissue hierarchy and in
three dimensions. Three-dimensional tissue architecture does not conveniently simplify into
the two-dimensional representation given by histology. Many tissues have evolved complex
structures in order to function under demanding dynamic physiological loading conditions.
For example, blood vessels must accommodate to changes in pressure, tendons are required
to transmit forces during movement and intervertebral discs (IVD) allow small movements
between the vertebrae for the spine to bend and twist whilst supporting body weight (Figure
1). The physical and mechanical properties of these tissues are directly related to the complex
and sophisticated structures created by their constituent cells and extracellular matrices
(ECM). Elastic arteries have a layered structure which provides remarkable resilience and
strength (Wagenseil & Mecham, 2009). The lamellar elastin-rich medial layer protects
smaller blood vessels by dampening large changes in pressure. Energy is stored during high
pressure (systole) and released as the vessel returns to resting diameter (diastole). The outer
collagen-rich adventitia layer restricts extreme arterial diameter changes. Fibrous connective
tissue such as tendon and IVD must have low stiffness for flexibility but high strength under
increasing load to bear or transmit load. This non-linear mechanical behaviour is created by a
composite and hierarchical structure of aligned collagen fibrils, fibres, fibre bundles and
fascicles or lamellae for tendon and IVD (Dobrynin & Carrillo, 2010, Lake et al., 2009,
Guerin & Elliott, 2007, Storm et al., 2005).
The structure and therefore function of tissues does not however remain static. Both ageing
and many associated pathologies negatively impact on tissues. The proportion of older
people (aged 60 years or older) in Europe and North America is increasing and is expected to
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reach up to 21% by 2050 (United Nations, 2013). Mortality, morbidity and quality of life
during old age are increasingly determined by age-related disease (Salomon et al., 2013).
This can be associated with structural and mechanical changes of soft tissues such as
arteriosclerosis of blood vessels (Adnan et al., 2017, Hayashi & Hirayama, 2017, Wijesinghe
et al., 2017, Sherratt, 2013, Graham et al., 2011), compositional changes in tendon
(Ackerman et al., 2017, Fessel et al., 2014, Couppe et al., 2009, Goh et al., 2008) and IVD
degeneration (Gullbrand et al., 2016, Richardson et al., 2014, Wang et al., 2014, Adams &
Dolan, 2012, Raj, 2008, Urban & Roberts, 2003). Thus, the ageing population presents a
major challenge for healthy ageing and medicine.
In order to understand the structure and function of healthy, aged and diseased tissues, it is
necessary to characterise soft tissue microstructure under different loading conditions (Figure
1) (Fang & Lake, 2017, Locke et al., 2017, Wan et al., 2010,). Ultrasound, MRI or CT have
been used for in vivo mechanics studies allowing accurate physiological loading (Franz et al.,
2015, Yoder et al., 2014, Martin et al., 2013). However, these techniques have limited
resolution and are unable to resolve microstructure which is central to native tissue
mechanical function and cell-matrix interactions (Screen et al., 2015, Neidlinger-Wilke et al.,
2014, Setton & Chen, 2006). Therefore, this review only includes microstructural imaging of
ex vivo samples. Experimental mechanics and imaging studies of ex vivo samples have the
potential to recapitulate soft tissue microstructure and function required for the development
and testing of novel tissue engineering or regenerative therapies (Appel et al., 2013, Pedersen
& Swartz, 2005). Here we review in situ imaging techniques - a combination of mechanical
loading and imaging - used to visualise soft tissue microstructure under load and to quantify
or map strain. Focus is on the compromise between optimal imaging characteristics and
maintaining native mechanical function.
2. Imaging soft tissue microstructure to observe mechanical function
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2.1. Imaging soft tissue microstructure
Optical microscopy techniques are commonly used to identify constituent cells and ECM in
tissue. Histological visualisation requires micro-spatial resolution and sufficient contrast
between cells and ECM structural components. Image contrast between different structures
and compositional information can be determined by their affinity for various stains.
Although serial sectioning and reconstruction can be employed to visualise structures in 3D,
the approach is labour intensive and has varied results (Mizutani & Suzuki, 2012).
Problematic sections may have to be discarded for a low error reconstruction. Moreover when
viewed by these sectioning techniques, their structure may not be representative as in their
natural environment. Sectioning often results in structural damage artefacts such as tears,
fractures, folds and compressions. Ideally imaging should be 3D and non-destructive, leaving
the tissue intact in its physiological environment (Walton et al., 2015).
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) uses a relatively longer wavelength light than standard
histology and so is capable of penetrating deeper into the tissue (1-2 mm) allowing imaging
of mesoscale volumes. Optical clearing of specimens can help to reduce light scattering and
hence improve imaging depth. Richardson and Lichtman (2015) review various clearing
techniques showing that protocols can range from hours to months and importantly clearing
causes changes in tissue morphology. The 3D structural complexity of tissues can be imaged
using OCT, for example the connectivity of translamellar cross bridges in the IVD (Han et
al., 2015). Furthermore, OCT uses intact native samples allowing for imaging during
functional conditions such as artery stiffness changes in pressurised diseased arteries (Adnan
et al., 2017). Confocal microscopy has higher resolution than OCT but imaging thickness is
limited to a few hundred microns and is only capable of viewing in-plane or nearly in-plane
features. The higher resolution, achieved by a focussed high intensity beam and a pinhole to
select in focus regions, allows visualisation of microstructures which are responsible for soft
5

tissue mechanical behaviour (Wang et al., 2013, Michalek et al., 2009, Bruehlmann et al.,
2004).
X-ray micro tomography (microCT) is capable of 3D imaging of relatively large intact
specimens at micro-spatial resolution. In comparison to the above imaging techniques, X-rays
are more transmissive and less refractile. This means that they can penetrate the specimen
with the ability for non-destructive 3D imaging. Two observations can be made once X-ray
radiation has passed through a sample; i) the wave’s amplitude is reduced due to absorption
(dependent on the electron density of the sample) ii) the wave front is distorted (phase
distortion) due to the wave travelling at different speeds through different areas of attenuation
in the sample. Transmission based X-ray tomography records a cross-section of the sample
according to the intensity of the X-rays after passing through the sample. The sample is
mounted and rotated by a stage to gather many projections which are reconstructed to form a
3D image. The first cone beam reconstruction algorithm (Feldkamp et al., 1984) enabled 3D
histological resolution imaging of cancellous bone (Feldkamp et al., 1989). Contrast in these
samples is due to the high-atomic-number of the mineralised constituent (calcium phosphate).
Conversely soft tissue is composed of low-atomic-number elements (carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen) and so has low X-ray transmission contrast. The comparable level of hydration
within the different components of soft tissue also contributes to low absorption contrast and
lack of resolved detail. Contrast enhancement can be achieved using heavy element staining
agents or by drying the sample, both of which cause distortion and changes in material
properties. Simple drying of soft tissue leads to shrinkage and significant damage to the
tissue’s native structure. Freeze drying and critical point drying reduce but do not eliminate
these artefacts (Zysk et al., 2012, Happel et al., 2010). The use of contrast agents is less
complicated than drying procedures as they do not require any special conditions such as
controlled temperature and pressure. Staining affinity and protocols are not well defined but
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this is a growing field with a number of recent publications in whole model organisms and
organs to distinguish gross anatomy (Helfenstein-Didier et al., 2017, Descamps et al., 2014,
Pauwels et al., 2013, Mizutani & Suzuki, 2012, Metscher, 2009a, Metscher, 2009b) and at
tissue level to resolve the microstructure of collagenous tissues and vasculature (Figure 2a)
(Disney et al., 2017, Balint et al., 2016, Shearer et al., 2016, Nieminen et al., 2015,
Nierenberger et al., 2015). A degree of tissue preservation or fixation is required for staining
(mostly ethanol based) which alters tissue structure and mechanics (Tilley et al., 2011,
Hickey & Hukins, 1979). Long staining times are often required for diffusion of contrast
agents into bulk tissue samples, and this has been shown to cause tissue distortion (Disney et
al., 2017, Balint et al., 2016, Vickerton et al., 2013).
It is possible to resolve soft tissue microstructure without the use of stains using in-line phase
contrast enhancement (Disney et al., 2017, Walton et al., 2015, Naveh et al., 2014, Jiang et
al., 2012, Kalson et al., 2012). This method proposed in the 90s (Wilkins et al., 1996,
Snigirev et al., 1995) requires a partially coherent source but does not require any additional
optics. The detector is moved away from the sample to provide sufficient propagation for
Fresnel diffraction to occur from the wave front distortion. The interference Fresnel fringes
increase structure edge resolution. In-line phase contrast enhancement has been used with
both synchrotron and laboratory microfocus sources. Walton et al. (2015) used phase contrast
enhanced microCT to visualise microstructural changes in pressurised embedded arteries.
Their high resolution scans are able to resolve structural remodelling such as an increase in
lumen cross-sectional area, straightening of the medial elastic lamellae and remodelling in the
adventitial layer (Figure 2b). However, this methodology is limited to an observational study
as the tissue was chemically fixed and paraffin embedded and so a direct comparison cannot
be made before and after pressurisation of the same artery. It is difficult to conduct in situ
experiments with laboratory phase contrast methods, as creating coherence reduces X-ray
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flux considerably and scan time become very long (days). The success and challenges of in
situ imaging for soft tissue mechanics measurement are described in the next two sections
and summarised in Figure 3.
2.2. In situ imaging to observe microstructural deformation mechanisms
Microstructural deformation mechanisms and local strain attenuation is important for native
tissue mechanical function. Mechanisms such as collagen fibre sliding, fibre uncrimping,
fibre realignment and attenuation by structural heterogeneities have been observed in
connective tissue imaging studies. Three case studies of soft tissue in situ imaging studies are
given below.
2.2.1. Tendon
Tendon is a strong fibrous collagen tissue with a hierarchical structure of fibrils, fibres and
fascicles (Figure 4a), whose mechanical role is to transmit forces between muscle and bone.
The reader can find detailed information on tendon mechanics in a recently published review
(Fang & Lake, 2017). Initially tendon fibres uncrimp and realign but the major deformation
mechanism is fibre or fascicle sliding under load and during relaxation (Fang & Lake, 2015,
Thorpe et al., 2015, Szczesny & Elliott, 2014, Gupta et al., 2010, Screen et al., 2004). This
sliding mechanism indicates load is transferred through the tissue by shear as the fibres do
not bear load independently (Szczesny & Elliott, 2014). Confocal microscopy has frequently
been used where cell nuclei are stained and tissue mechanics inferred by cell movement
(Gupta et al., 2010, Screen et al., 2004). Photobleached lines have also been used to visually
observe tissue mechanics (Fang & Lake, 2015, Szczesny & Elliott, 2014) but the DTAF stain
used has been shown to alter tissue mechanics (Szczesny et al., 2014).
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The main challenge in tendon mechanics research is that their shape and loading conditions
are extremely varied. The deformation mechanisms depend on loading conditions: for
example, shear attenuation is dominated by fibre sliding whereas compression attenuation is
dominated by uncrimping and fibre reorganisation in the rotator cuff tendon (Fang & Lake,
2015). To accurately observe and measure microstructure deformation further studies are
required using different loading conditions and 3D imaging.
Whilst fascicle sliding is clearly a major microstructural deformation mechanism, the
contribution of sliding is dependent on the tendon type (energy storing versus force
transmission) and governed by tendon composition, specifically the interfascicular matrix
characteristics (Thorpe et al., 2015). Similarly differing composition of fibrocartilage
(proteoglycan micro-domains) has been shown to influence overall deformation and the
subtle local heterogeneities responsible for the complex deformation mechanisms (Han et al.,
2016). To fully understand this behaviour between tendon types a full-field local strain map
is required.
2.2.2. Intervertebral disc
Intervertebral discs are located between the vertebrae in the spine where they provide
flexibility whilst bearing load from body weight and physical activity (Newell et al., 2017,
Adams et al., 1996, Panjabi et al., 1994). At the centre of the disc there is an amorphous gellike core (nucleus pulposus), composed of the proteoglycan aggrecan and type II collagen
(Taylor et al., 1992), surrounded by a ring of fibrocartilage (annulus fibrosus) which has
residual strain in the unloaded state (Figure 4b)(Michalek et al., 2012). The annulus fibrosus
(AF) is composed of concentric lamellae with alternating angled collagen I fibril bundles
(Marchand & Ahmed, 1990, Cassidy et al., 1989, Humzah & Soames, 1988, Eyre & Muir,
1977). This highly organised and multi-scale structure is responsible for the tissue’s
anisotropic mechanical behaviour. Sections of AF from the IVD have been imaged under
9

load using confocal techniques. Collagen fibrils uncrimped or stretched whilst bundles
reoriented and were observed sliding past each other (Vergari et al., 2016, Michalek et al.,
2009, Bruehlmann et al., 2004). There’s some inconsistency in the observations made at the
lamellae boundaries. Bruehlmann et al. (2004) reported cells undergo large motions in the
interlamellar space suggesting slipping between lamellae. Whereas Michalek et al. (2009)
and Vergari et al. (2016) described no slipping at lamella boundaries. These studies used a
2D imaging technique and different loading conditions of dissected samples for an
anisotropic tissue. Cutting samples from the intact structure relieves and disrupts the residual
stress state and consequently changing the response to applied loads. The problem is
particularly acute with non-linear materials which shift into different stiffness regimes with
the release of residual stress. Further research is required to study IVD microstructural
deformation mechanisms in intact samples.
2.2.3. Vascular
Arteries carry blood away from the heart and so are required to withstand cyclic changes in
pressure. Composed of three concentric layers; collagen fibres make up a connective tissue
(tunica adventitia) which surrounds the outside of the vessel, smooth muscle cells and elastic
tissue form the central layer (tunica media) and endothelia cells line the inside (tunic intima)
(Figure 4c). A reduction of waviness in the elastic lamellae of arteries has been seen with
increased internal pressure using confocal and electron microscopy (Krasny et al., 2017,
Schrauwen et al., 2012, O'Connell et al., 2008, Wolinsky & Glagov, 1964) and more recently
using microCT (Walton et al., 2015). In pioneering studies, unfixed arterial tissue was loaded
in situ, imaged using confocal techniques and uncrimping of collagen fibres was consistently
observed (Cavinato et al., 2017, Krasny et al., 2017, Schrauwen et al., 2012). However, there
are differing observations regarding the realignment of fibres which may be related to the
diverse sample dissection and loading conditions. Cavinato et al. (2017) used bulge inflation
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on segments of tissue (not an intact vessel) and aimed to mimic in vivo luminal pressures.
Schrauwen et al. (2012) used whole-body inflation tests over a range of pressures some of
which were not physiological. Krasny et al. (2017) applied uniaxial loading in three
directions to rectangular strips of tissue. Cavinato et al. (2017) states that there was not
evident reorientation of collagen fibres under pressurisation, whereas Schrauwen et al. (2012)
describes fibres aligning to form a symmetrical double helix and Krasny et al. (2017)
observes realignment of fibres in the applied loading direction. Whilst each study is valuable
in characterising structure and mechanical function of arterial tissue, these studies highlight
the importance of careful sample preparation and choice of loading mode. The experimental
design and conclusions therefore must be interpreted with caution.
The above case studies show how sample preparation required for imaging and choice of
loading can affect experimental outcome. Dissecting samples can lead to release of residual
strain, and since soft tissue are viscoelastic, this changes their mechanical response to applied
loads. Therefore, the desired imaging technique should leave the tissue intact. Furthermore,
2D confocal imaging techniques do not fully capture tissue deformation of an intact sample
and so 3D imaging is required. Full-field strain measurement could prove important to
investigate deformation mechanisms and how variations in tissue composition, such as
proteoglycan content, influence overall and local deformation behaviour.
3. Tracking microstructure to map local strain
3.1. Discrete strain measurement
Tissue strain has been measured by tracking discrete markers (Fang & Lake, 2015, Karakolis
& Callaghan, 2015), beads (Lake et al., 2009), wires or tissue stained with regularly ordered
patterns (Fang & Lake, 2015, Szczesny & Elliott, 2014). Tracking discrete markers or
patterns provides information on the tissue global biomechanical response. However, these
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methods are invasive, causing disruption to native structure, and the strain field is inferred
from isolated points. The local biomechanical response can be tracked by digital image
correlation (DIC) to calculate full-field strain.
3.2. Full-field strain measurement
3.2.1. Digital image correlation
Applied speckle patterns or the sample’s native structure can be tracked using 2D digital
image correlation (DIC) to provide displacement fields (Bay, 1995, Sutton et al., 1986, Sutton
et al., 1983). Table 1 gives examples of soft tissue studies which have used DIC to map
strain. Distinct surface features are required for DIC and so frequently a highly-contrasted
speckle pattern is created on the sample using stains and ink (Lionello et al., 2014). Briefly,
the sample is imaged in its undeformed (reference image) and deformed state and surface
patterns correlated for many (often thousands) of subsets distributed over a region of interest.
Each subset is tracked from the reference image into the deformed state by optimization of a
normalized cross-correlation or sum of squared difference function. Change in location of
subsets yields displacements, from which gradients are calculated and organised into a fullfield surface strain tensor representation. A variety of cameras and microscopes are used as
sources of digital images for correlation studies, with the proper imaging method depending
on sample size, loading rates, and other considerations. DIC is a well-developed methodology
in many areas of experimental mechanics, but soft tissue studies present unique difficulties.
Applying speckle patterns to uneven and wet surfaces can be troublesome and cause imaging
artefacts such as shadows or reflections. Polarized light can be used to reduce reflections and
scattering from wet tissue (LePage et al., 2016). In most cases it is not possible to correlate
image areas close to object edges. Locke et al. (2017) used DIC to map surface strain of a
damaged rotator cuff tendon. But, they were not able to correlate the images close to the
defect site (edge) and their study used 2D imaging which is limited to planar samples. If the
12

sample deforms out-of-plane, then in-plane displacement and strain measurements become
unreliable with 2D single camera DIC. It is possible to resolve and track non-planar surfaces
using stereo imaging and 3D DIC (Mallett & Arruda, 2017, Baldit et al., 2014, Lionello et al.,
2014, Badel et al., 2012, Kim et al., 2012, Ning et al., 2010, Sutton et al., 2008).
Additionally, panoramic digital image correlation p-DIC has more recently been developed
for full surface strain field of arteries (Bersi et al., 2016, Genovese et al., 2013, Genovese,
2009).
CCD cameras have been used to study the surface deformation of tendon (Locke et al., 2017),
ligament (Mallett & Arruda, 2017, Lionello et al., 2014), blood vessels (Kim et al., 2012) and
IVD tissue (Baldit et al., 2014). In these studies, cameras were capable of tracking speckle
patterns to map tissue-scale strain distributions but failed to resolve sufficient native tissue
structure for tracking. Higher resolution microscopy techniques are able to use tissue
structure to track deformation. For example, the displacement of stained cell nuclei was
tracked in a murine carotid artery using a stereomicroscope and 3D DIC (Badel et al., 2012,
Ning et al., 2010, Sutton et al., 2008). Similarly, chondrocytes in cartilage were imaged using
confocal microscopy which provided sufficient texture to map strain (Kaviani et al., 2016,
Amini et al., 2013). Second harmonic generation (SHG) confocal microscopy can resolve
collagenous structures without the use of stains. The natural texture of the collagen bundles
imaged using SHG has been used to map strain in IVD annulus fibrosus tissue (Vergari et al.,
2017, Vergari et al., 2016). Vergari et al. (2016) were able to relate the local strain
measurements to the microstructure of the tissue, showing low strain at the lamellae
boundaries and higher strain or shear depending on the orientation of collagen bundles and
loading direction. The main weakness of this method is that the tissue had to be dissected and
loaded which impacts on the physiological relevance and strain analysis. Firstly,
physiological and consistent loading is difficult to achieve on a dissected section of tissue
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which has anisotropic mechanical properties. Many biological tissues have a residual strain
which is released once dissected (Michalek et al., 2012). Secondly, it was only possible to
analyse strain in 2D and so their data must be approached with caution as out-of-plane
deformation cannot be accounted for. Finally, there should be careful definition and
interpretation of strain from 2D imaging. Local strain mapping using DIC may lead to
different conclusions than strain measurement from discrete points. For example, low strain
at the lamella boundary measured using DIC but high inter-lamella strain from discrete
measurement. The author’s conclusion that these strain measurements may be related to
lamellae skewing would be more convincing if 3D imaging and analysis were used.
3.2.2. Digital volume correlation
Digital volume correlation (DVC) aims to overcome some of the limitations of both 2D and
3D DIC methods. DVC utilises volumetric imaging modalities, most commonly but not
exclusively X-ray tomography, as the basis of tracking. A volumetric region of interest is
populated with small sub-volumes, which are then tracked between the reference and
deformed image data sets gathered during in situ experimentation. Tracking methodology and
data analysis are similar in principle to DIC, but the result is not limited to a sample surface,
extending instead throughout the interior.
The first application of DVC was continuum-level strain mapping in trabecular bone from
laboratory microCT data (Bay et al., 1999). It was successful due to the readily resolved open
cellular structure, creating distinct local texture similar to the applied speckle patterns used in
DIC. Global approaches have recently emerged as an adjunct to the more common local
approaches, with constraints on displacements introduced to help control tracking uncertainty
(Roux et al., 2008).
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Since the first application of DVC, strain has been mapped in different bone types and
scaffold implants. To approach tissue-level strains, high resolution scans using synchrotron
radiation should be taken to resolve textural details within the bone (Dall’Ara et al., 2017).
These studies have demonstrated the importance of ensuring that appropriate local texture is
available for reliable sub-volume tracking, and tuning DVC parameters to image texture.
Authors have placed emphasis on sub-volume or subset size as a key parameter for tracking
displacement uncertainties. Displacement precision improved for larger sub-volume sizes but
with a trade-off in tracking resolution (Dall’Ara et al., 2017, Palanca et al., 2017, Madi et al.,
2013).
OCT elastography is able to resolve soft tissue structures as small as a few micrometres and
map strain in intact samples as a variant of DIC speckle (naturally occurring coherent speckle
from OCT) tracking (Schmitt, 1998). The main limitation is the shallow imaging depth of
around 1 mm which competes with resolution. The applied strain is also limited to 1-2% with
higher resolution imaging (Larin & Sampson, 2017). This is an emerging field with few
studies in biological tissues such as breast tumours (Allen et al., 2016, Kennedy et al., 2015,
Kennedy et al., 2014) and cornea (Lamouche et al., 2012) and two publications using DVC
for 3D OCT strain measurement (Fu et al., 2013, Nahas et al., 2013).
4. Outlook: volumetric strain measurement in soft tissue
This review has given a brief introduction to in situ imaging and strain measurement of soft
tissue. The challenges from the reviewed literature of strain measurement in soft tissue are
summarised below and some suggested approaches given.
4.1. Sample preparation and loading conditions
4.1.1. Precise and consistent sample dissection
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Biological tissues have complex, viscoelastic, anisotropic mechanical behaviour and
therefore precise and consistent sample preparation is required. For example, two sample
orientations to account for annulus fibrosus anisotropic mechanical behaviour (Michalek et
al., 2009) and consistent dissection from the same anatomical region in tendon where
variations in interfascicular matrix or proteoglycan content affects tissue mechanics (Han et
al., 2016, Thorpe et al., 2015).
4.1.2. Effect of sample preparation on tissue mechanics
Consistent dissection and mechanical testing of tissues under different controlled conditions,
such as uniaxial loading of the sample in multiple orientations, gives valuable material
characterisation. However, dissected samples do not retain their residual strain and so intact
samples should ideally be used for testing organs or tissue under physiological loads.
Applying loads to dissected tissue is also challenging and may alter tissue mechanics. The
vascular case study is a good illustration of differing microstructural deformation which may
be as a result of the glued loading boundary of a segment of tissue compared with whole
body inflation. Additionally, tissues have a natural composition gradient and irregular shape
at loading interfaces which is challenging to replicate when loading dissected segments of
tissue. For instance, the concave morphology of intervertebral disc endplates which varies
between adjacent endplates and depends on lumbar region (Wang et al., 2012). Or a further
example of composition gradient at the tendon to bone interface (Thomopoulos et al., 2003).
4.1.3. Physiologically relevant loading regimes are limited by imaging capabilities
Soft tissues function in a dynamic environment where loading frequency can be seconds.
Observing structural deformation at this loading frequency is only possible when using
imaging techniques with a short acquisition time (<ms). Deciding on a loading protocol
becomes more challenging when there are long acquisition times for 3D imaging techniques
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such as microCT (minutes to hours) and a long relaxation period for tissue creep. Loading
must be interrupted to allow for long imaging acquisition. It is recommended all regimes
follow the same general protocol below. The applied deformation step must be small enough
to track using image correlation and many steps may be required depending on stiffness or
physiological range. Importantly, there must be a relaxation period after each load step is
applied which allows for tissue creep before image acquisition to avoid imaging artefacts.
4.2. Imaging microstructure; towards 3D imaging of native samples using microCT
4.2.1. Balancing contrast, resolution and field of view
To this date in situ imaging studies are 2D or have been limited to small volumes. MicroCT
has the potential to provide 3D microstructural imaging of intact native samples.
Nevertheless, soft tissues are weak X-ray absorbing and so contrast enhancement is required.
Contrast agents can alter tissue structure and mechanics due to long staining times and tissue
preservation or fixation (Disney et al., 2017, Balint et al., 2016, Vickerton et al., 2013, Tilley
et al., 2011, Hickey & Hukins, 1979). Contrast enhancement can be achieved in native tissue
using in-line phase contrast imaging techniques (Figure 2c) (Disney et al., 2017). However,
laboratory microCT phase contrast approaches do not provide a large enough field of view to
image the whole small animal organs at the required resolution. Synchrotron imaging has a
larger field of view and has been shown to give lower tracking uncertainties for image
correlation when compared to laboratory microCT (Dall’Ara et al., 2017). The considerably
bright synchrotron X-rays are able to obtain higher signal:noise reconstructions and shorter
scans times. A short scan time is required to mitigate against slow tissue relaxation. The high
coherence and tomography beamline configurations (such as Diamond-Manchester I13-2)
allow for large propagation distances which is ideal for in-line phase contrast imaging of soft
tissue.
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4.2.2. Compromise between image quality and radiation dose
Although synchrotron microCT is capable of high signal:noise reconstructions, a balance
must be made between radiation dose and scanning parameters (beam filters, number of
projections and exposure time). It is recommended that the sample should be aligned in the
beam under low dose conditions by using large undulator gap and shutters.
4.2.3. Data handling and image processing
After reconstruction it may be advantageous to process the tomography data such as using
filters to reduce random noise or image artefacts. Synchrotron microCT produces large data
sets which can be challenging to handle and computationally expensive to analyse. A volume
of interest or some segmentation of the data to only include certain features may be required
before image correlation analysis.
4.3. Tracking displacement of features using image correlation
4.3.1. Sufficient features to track
Image correlation is only possible if there are small features to track. Applied speckle
patterns and image correlation have been used for mapping strain on surfaces of biological
tissues. DIC measurements are sensitive to the quality of the pattern and creating a speckle
pattern can be problematic for hydrated soft tissues without changes in mechanical properties.
However, these methods do not provide information on internal strains and how they relate to
the 3D microstructure of the tissue. DVC can be used for non-invasive sub-voxel
displacement tracking using natural image texture.
4.3.2. Tracking reliability depends on correlation parameters
Using the DVC results it is possible to obtain a local strain map and relate it to the
microstructure of the tissue. The DVC parameters must be carefully tuned to the image
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texture and aligned with the research question. It has already been shown that the sub-volume
size is important for tracking uncertainty. The density and location of the tracking points may
improve reliability or follow microstructures that are of interest e.g. fascicles in tendon,
lamellae in IVD or collagen fibres in arterial tissue. Tuning DVC parameters will particularly
be important for future in situ studies where the structures are heterogeneous and hierarchical.
The influence of texture characteristics on the precision and spatial resolution of image
correlation, and optimal tracking procedures for challenging conditions, are topics of
continuing research. In the absence of definitive guidelines, the best strategies for ensuring
reliable results are correlation of multiple image volumes under static conditions (repeat
unloads), and careful analysis of residuals associated with normalised correlation functions.
4.3.3. Correlation is inclusive of image noise and artefacts
Image correlation is sensitive to all features in the data including noise and artefacts which
can cause complications. Firstly, the level of noise may change between and within images
which leads to varied reliability. Image filtering to reduce noise can help but also be
detrimental if small scale features are lost. Secondly, results may appear to be reliable with
excellent correlation, but displacement values are associated with motion artefacts and not to
tissue deformation. Rigid body motion artefacts, once identified, can be removed by adjusting
reference points for displacement values without altering relative deformations. And as
proper strain measures are insensitive to rigid body motion, the calculation of strain from
displacements will reveal sample deformation more definitively.
4.4. Strain calculation and interpretation
Strain calculation and interpretation must be appropriate for the specific tissue. For example,
published work has shown collagen fibre sliding to be the main deformation mechanism in
tendon and IVD and so a shear strain map may be the most appropriate measurement.
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Furthermore, choosing how to measure strain may depend on the loading mode e.g.
measuring circumferential/ hoop strain for inflated arteries or in the AF of compressed IVD.
Soft tissues also exhibit large, nonlinear strains, and an appropriate finite strain measure
should be used, with Green-Lagrange a common choice. When interpreting results and
comparing between studies it is important to take note of sample preparation, loading
conditions and their strain definition for the reasons mentioned above.
5. Conclusion
The reviewed in situ imaging studies have been 2D or small segments of tissue. Novel
application of phase contrast microCT and DVC to measure volumetric strain in native soft
tissue has the potential to provide a detailed insight into tissue structural micromechanics. A
proposed workflow for soft tissue microCT-DVC studies is given in Figure 5. This has the
potential to bridge the gap between direct measurement of macro-mechanics and the local 3D
micro-mechanical environment experienced by cells. In the long term, mechanobiology
studies of soft tissues could be possible where the local strain field is related to cell mediated
responses to mechanical stimuli. These studies would help characterise pathology in ageing
or diseased tissues such as mechanical changes due to microstructural damage accumulation
in the AF or strain patterns that develop during aortic aneurysm. Importantly these methods
could be applied to accelerate development and testing of new tissue engineered
replacements.
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Table 1. Soft tissue DIC studies for mapping surface strain. Studies are organised by sample
into tissue groups. Imaging and DIC method are given as well as further information about
the features used for correlation (applied speckle or natural image texture)
Study

Tissue

Origin

Imaging method

DIC method

Locke et al., 2017

Rotator cuff
tendon-bone
attachment

Murine

Optical high speed
camera

Vic-2D, Correlated
solutions
Speckle pattern

Mallett & Arruda,
2017

Anterior cruciate
ligament

Ovine

Optical high speed
cameras – 2 FastCam, 1
CCD

Vic-3D, Correlated
solutions
Speckle ink pattern

Lionello et al., 2014

Collatoral
ligament

Porcine

Stereo cameras, Aramis
5M

Aramis 3D DIC
Speckle pattern

Bersi et al., 2016
Genovese et al., 2013

Aorta

Murine

Optical camera
45° concave conical
mirror

p-DIC, MATLAB
(Genovese, 2009)
Speckle Pattern

Wang et al., 2013

Carotid artery

Nonhuman
primate

Two-photon confocal
microscopy

Modified OpenPIV
(Taylor et al., 2010)
Collagen fibre texture

Kim et al., 2012

Aorta

Human

Stereo CCD camera

Aramis 3D DIC
Speckle pattern

Badel et al., 2012
Ning et al., 2010
Sutton et al., 2008

Carotid artery

Murine

Stereomicroscope

Vic-3D, Correlated
solutions
Nuclear staining

Vergari et al., 2017,
2016

Outer annulus
fibrosus of
intervertebral
disc

Bovine

Second harmonic
generation confocal
microscopy

2D DIC custom
MATLAB algorithm
Collagen bundle texture

Baldit et al., 2014

Sections of
annulus fibrosus
of intervertebral
disc

Porcine

Stereo cameras

KelKins
(Wattrisse et al., 2001)
Tissue texture

Kaviani et al., 2016
Amini et al., 2013

Cartilage growth
plates

Porcine

Confocal microscopy

Custom MATLAB
algorithm
Tissue texture

.
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Figure 1. In situ imaging studies are essential to characterise biological tissue structure during
function, ageing and to develop regenerative treatments.
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Figure 2. MicroCT imaging of soft tissue. Individual fascicles have been resolved in tendon
stained with iodine potassium iodide (a) (Shearer et al., 2016). Paraffin embedded
unpressurised and pressurised aorta imaged using in-line phase contrast microCT (b) (Walton
et al., 2015). Native annulus fibrosus of the intervertebral disc imaged using in-line phase
contrast synchrotron microCT (c) (Disney et al., 2017). All panels adapted with permission.
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Figure 3. In situ imaging to quantify tissue mechanics. The top arrow (sample interaction)
describes the sample preparation required for each different imaging technique and their
limitations. Tissue mechanics ranging from volumetric strain to discrete strain and
observational mechanics can be related to the above imaging techniques.
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Figure 4. Schematics showing the microstructure of different organs. Tendon (a) (Screen et
al., 2015), intervertebral disc (b) (Disney et al., 2017) and artery (c) (Gasser et al., 2006) are
given as examples. All panels adapted with permission.
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Figure 5. Proposed workflow for soft tissue microCT-DVC studies.
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